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Ã¢â‚¬Å“While exploring the evidence for an afterlife, I witnessed some unbelievable things that are

not supposed to be possible in our material world. Yet they were unavoidably and undeniably real.

Despite my initial doubt, I came to realize that there are still aspects of Nature which are neither

understood or accepted, even though their reality has profound implications for understanding the

true breadth of the human psyche and its possible continuity after death.Ã¢â‚¬Â•Ã‚Â So begins

Leslie KeanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s impeccably researched, page-turning investigation, revealing stunning and

wide-ranging evidence suggesting that consciousness survives death. In her groundbreaking

second book, she continues her examination of unexplained phenomena that began with her

provocative New York Times bestseller UFOs: Generals, Pilots, and Government Officials Go on the

Record. Kean explores the most compelling case studies of young children reporting verifiable

details from past lives, contemporary mediums who seem to defy the boundaries of the brain and of

the physical world, apparitions providing information about their lives on earth, and people who die

and then come back to report journeys into another dimension.Ã‚Â Based on facts and scientific

studies, Surviving Death includes fascinating chapters by medical doctors, psychiatrists, and PhDs

from four countries. As a seasoned journalist whose work transcends belief systems and ideology,

Kean enriches the narrative by including her own unexpected, confounding experiences

encountered while she probed the question concerning all of us: Do we survive death?
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I have read the book, as an NDE my self, it helped me to feel reassure above my own

experience.Although many people without knowing anything still thinking, it's a made Believe, it is

true.As with her all other books Kean is investigating the matter at hand with agnostic point of view

and meticulous and orderly fashion.

This is the best book I've read about the subject of life after physical death, and I have read scores

of them. It is both scholarly and personal. I knew this would be a well-written and well-researched

book but I never imagined the depth it would contain. This book covers it all from reincarnation to

near-death experiences to physical mediumship in a very engaging and humanistic way.

Uncovering solid evidence for survival is one thing but how we handle this information intellectually

and emotionally is another important aspect that the author addresses throughout the book.

I was really looking forward to this book. I had heard a very interesting interview with the author and

am fascinated by the subject matter. That being said, I had a terrible time tolerating the author's

writing style. I think if the same information was stated plainly and concisely it would probably be

very enjoyable, but I was turned off to such an extent that I put the book aside and never picked it

up again.

If you believe or if you would like to believe...or even if you don't believe in life before or life after this

life...you will enjoy this book. I will say that at times it got a little boring...but definitely I am glad that I

listened the whole way thru.

Excellent read. Most comprehensive overview of current thinking regarding the survival of death,

and of several related aspects of consciousness that I'm aware of. I especially liked the "book on

tape" version, and hearing the voices of both the author and some of the other contributors to the

book.



Many, if not all, of the incidents reported in this book have been published before by different

authors. I was disappointed that there were no new investigations covered by Ms Kean. Her writing

is competent but repetitive in nature as the book progressed. For someone new to the topic, this

book may hold interest but to those of us who have delved into this subject, there is nothing to be

learned in this book.

Author Leslie Kean has a new book out entitled Surviving Death. It deals with the evidence that

human beings have an afterlifeÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦..after they die. The book covers

several aspects of afterlife evidence. From Near Death Experiences (NDEs) to reincarnation to odd

manifestations (smells, unexplained noises or events) and even contacting deceased loved

one'sÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ Kean investigates several paths to this mystery.One of the first stories which I

read literally blew me away. It is about the past life of a young child who told his parents he was a

WWII aviator. The amount of detail this young boy gave his parents on his past life is incredible. The

story has made media headlines in the pastÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦. Kean has included it

in her book since it has been very well documented. There was also the story of another young child

who claimed that in his prior life he was a Hollywood B actor in the 1930s. Once again the

information this child gives his parents of that other life is absolutely fascinating. There is no way

these kids could fabricate a story like this. There are just too many details involved. It will make you

wonder!The book also delves into Near Death Experiences or NDEs and also Outer Body

Experiences OBEs. These accounts have become more common in our world today. One of the

stories in the book is about a woman that had a cardiac arrest in Harborview hospital in Seattle in

the late 70s. She told her nurse that she floated above her body and saw everything the doctors

were doing. She also said she went outside of the hospital and saw a tennis shoe on a ledge which

couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t be seen unless you were outside looking down. The

patientÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s story was verified by her doctors on what they were doing to her and so

was the tennis shoe which they later found. How to account for that is the mystery. This is a

fascinating book covering the many aspects of the possibility of an existence after death. The one

area that KeanÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s book may have lost me a bit was dealing with mediums,

sÃƒÂ©ances and people who can possibly communicate with the dead. Here my interest somewhat

waned since I have never really looked into that avenue of thought.Kean also brought into the book

her personal experiences which are quite interesting. I will leave that for the reader to explore.

Suffice to say that many of us have had similar types of experiences which we

canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t just explain away as coincidence. Overall I enjoyed reading this book quite a



bit.Kean is known for delving into the unknown mysteries of our world. Her previous book was about

UFOs/UAPs and garnered much attention for its thorough research and validity. She had many

former military, government and civilian professionals come forward to discuss the phenomenon in

that book. This new book she has treated in the same way. She brings together experts on the after

death subject from around the world. This book looks to also break barriers on this age old mystery

which we all have to confront someday.

Engaging, thorough, and revelatory. The author approaches a divise topic fairly and initially

objective. While it is easy to still remain skeptical it will at least open the door to the biggest and

consistent of human questions- what happens to us when we die, are we alone, is there a god?
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